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presenting a certain group of phenomena irrespective of their ultimate
causation.
2.-AETTOLOGY AND PATHOGENESIS
Any coaception of the disturbance underlying erythromelalgia must Paihogenesis
account for its two characteristic features, the redness and the pain.
The discoloration, often not very conspicuous in the horizontal position,
is greatly increased by dependency, the skin at first becoming bright red
and later more dusky. The characteristics of the pain have been men-
tioned in the definition.
Lewis showed that the vascular and sensory phenomena of erythro- Lewis's
melalgia occurred in skin which was in a certain phase of inflammation
termed 'the susceptible state'. Lewis and Hess showed that, in normal genesis
subjects, this state might be induced temporarily in any part of the
coverings of the body within a minute by burning, after several minutes
by scarifying the skin or applying irritants, or after several hours by
freezing the skin or exposing it to ultra-violet radiation. In diseased
subjects this state may be exhibited as a chronic condition by patients
suffering from obi iterative vascular disease, from erythrocyanosis, from
chronic chilblains, and from inflammatory states of the skin of more
obscure causation. In such skin the rniaute vessels are dilated, presum-
ably by the action of a substance or substances released from the injured
cells; the skin is red, and it reddens further and then grows more dusky
when the part is hung down, a colour change which is due to passive
distension of the atonic minute vessels by the raised hydrostatic pressure
of the blood in the dependent position. The skin is also peculiarly tender,
burning pain arising from any interference which increases the tension
in, or temperature of, the skin. Thus, the warm skin may be painless, but
gently stretching it between the fingers, or distending it with blood by
lowering the part, at once causes burning pain which subsides as soon
as the tension is removed. Contact with bodies at 40° C., which gives a
pleasant sensation of warmth in normal skin, produces burning pain in
susceptible skin. Burning pain often arises 'spontaneously' in susceptible
skin from vasodilatation, which increases both tension and temperature.
The sensory phenomena of the susceptible state are also attributed to
release of a natural chemical substance from the injured cells of the skin.
Usually the rate of release of this substance is inadequate directly to
stimulate the pain-nerve endings but lowers their threshold to stimuli
such as tension and temperature. Further injury of the cells appears to
increase the rate of release of this substance, with the result that its
concentration may rise above the threshold for stimulating the sensory
fibres; thus rubbing the skin for a few seconds niay produce pain lasting
several minutes; the chemical origin of this pain is shown by its delayed
disappearance when the circulation to the limb is arrested.
Lewis pointed out that, since this susceptible state might and did occur

